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Skip to content How to learn your baby's gender as quickly as possible can affect the coming months, as well as drawing nurseries or planning gender revealing parties. Each product we are working on is individually selected and reviewed by the editorial team. If you make a purchase using the link you include, we can earn a fee. Whether you are ready to know the sex of the fetus
(now) or are waiting to find it in the delivery room, chances are you have your suspicions. Take, for example, first-time Las Vegas mom Arlene Bordinhao, who was convinced she had a girl. People told her it had to be a girl because she was carrying high and her belly resembled a watermelon, not a basketball. The Chinese lunar calendar also predicted girls. Related: How soon
can you find the sex of the baby? In the Philippines, where I was born, rings don't mean girls, she explains. Her husband wanted to wait to find the sex of the baby, but Bordinhao had to know for sure. She freaked me out because I couldn't prepare for the biggest event of my life, she admits, so she knew at 16 weeks during a routine sonogram. Surprise! Our little man was in all its
glory, Bordinhao recalls. I was shocked 24 hours a day, but now I'm excited. Finding helped us mentally prepare and stock the nursery. Can't wait to see him! Thanks to the latest imaging technology, parents can answer faster than ever before. In fact, nine out of 10 new moms who voted in our MomTrak survey knew their baby's gender before Labor Day. By the fifth month of
pregnancy, around 18 or 19 weeks of pregnancy, sonograms can show the sex of the fetus with about 95% accuracy, explains Daniel A. Potter, a reproductive endocrinologist with the Huntington Reproductive Center Medical Group in California. From a medical point of view, we do ultrasounds to check the age, location and health of the fetus, but most parents also want to know
sex. If it's the first baby or the fourth baby, it's true. Pregnant parents are particularly picky creatures: if Google predicts the sex of their baby, they'll see more than a million results, including a gender prediction kit that can be purchased at local targets. But if we all agree that having a healthy and happy baby is parrest, why do we care so much whether that baby is a boy or a girl?
It's human nature, says Dr Potter. It began in the Stone Age, and he continues: A family without sons may not have survived, which was to hunt and continue to give food to all. So offerings were made to the gods, and southers were consulted. People told the next generation how they thought it would be most effective to guarantee a boy, and this inspired the story of an old wife.
Throughout history, gender hasPriority. For hundreds of years, sex has determined not only your life options, but also your parents' choices, social historian Dr. Stephanie Koontz says of the struggle for gender equality in the 1960s. In many societies, not having a son was a tragedy. For the ruling elite, it was a threat to their power: Women committed suicide or committed suicide if
they didn't give birth to boys, she says. Today's poll reveals that Americans still slightly prefer boys. But in this country, the sex of the baby is no longer a matter of the importance of life and death. We increasingly want the same thing for children, boys and girls, says Dr. Koontz. Still, many people can't resist the siren's call to know baby sex. These days, curiosity, practicality and
peace of mind often outweigh surprises. I felt it was a delicious moment to know the sex of the baby whenever I knew it, says Robin Rosen of Atlanta, a mom for girls and boys. Some first-time parents choose to know the sex of their baby, but extend the suspense for the second time. As a new mom, a lot is totally unknown, says the San Francisco mom of two, Swat Eden. The
focus on finding the sex of the baby and choosing a name, clothes and decorations helped Eden feel grounded during his first pregnancy. Secondly, I knew what to expect, she says. It was exciting to wonder about the little one growing up in my tummy. Sometimes siblings factor into the decision. My son above me is a kid who needs to know, says Caren Rodriguez of Greensboro,
North Carolina. It was a source of pride for him to be able to tell the class about the baby. Those who choose to wait taste expectations. As Rachel Levin of New York City says, Looking forward to the surprise, I helped me get through the last, long week of my pregnancy. What if you want to find and your guy can't find? Some parents adopt a policy of don't listen, don't tell. One
scenario: The doctor writes sex on the index card and seals it in an envelope. The couple agree that if either of them is bursting to know, he or she can peek. You can also wait and see where things go. We've been trying to have babies for a long time, says Sophie Beauvais of Cambridge, Massachusetts. We were stressed out, so we took a leave of absence to stop trying. As
soon as we got home, we found out we were pregnant they remained undecided about finding out until the baby's 18-week ultrasound day: By then, we were so excited that our dreams would come true that when the nurse asked if we wanted to know, we both said yes! It just felt right if you came up with a tutu or tea party, just to know there's a boy? or is your husband having a
deep desire for boys but you're getting a girl? They say, It's normal to get depressed.Rosenquist, Ph.D., later author of Storks. Feeling guilty about your negative feelings can add an anxiety stew. Talk to a partner, close family, or friend. Pretending not to be upset can make negative emotions simmer and strengthen your grief, adds Dr. Rosenquist. Before lack of sleep or other
realities of having a newborn compound your grief, it is best to work through any regrets now. Kirstin Armstrong of Atlanta, the mom of three girls, always needed time to draw herself with the boys and accept that her son was never doing. But just because I want a boy doesn't mean I love girls in the slightest, she says. Armstrong's husband, Scott, feels the same way. I wanted a
boy every time I got pregnant and part of me is always waiting for my son, he admits. But Kirstin once told me something that still resonates: Everything our daughters know about boys comes from you. I think it's a privilege to have their vision of what a person should be. Baby girls feel more uncomfortable than boys, so they are more likely to make a fuss when they are cold or
have wet diapers. But don't be too quick to label the high maintenance of your little princess. Her keen sense of touch also make her more sensitive to hugs and easier to comfort. Girls tend to produce more oxytocin, human binding hormones, serotonin, feel-good hormones. This helps explain why they tend to be caregivers of dolls and younger brothers. Little boys are really
more interested in toy cars, trucks, and other things that move. Boys tend to explore their world more physically than girls by hitting toys, jumping and playing rough. They have an unlimited way of expressing their energy, says Addy Goldberg, co-author of It's a Baby Boys. And it's a baby girl! Baby girls were five times more likely for boys to get hemangiomas and raised red nevus
caused by the accumulation of blood vessels. They usually disappear at age 9 but can be treated with steroids or removed with a laser. Baby boys have a higher risk of hernia. Because when they are in the uterus, the testes descend from the abdomen, leaving a cavity in the groin that needs surgery to repair. Baby girls are four times more susceptible to hip dysplasia, dislocation
of the femur from hip sockets.braces can usually improve conditions. Boys are more likely than girls to grow up by puberty, even if they have asthma. One possible explanation: High testosterone levels may relax airway muscles. Girls are more prone to UTI. Their urinary tract is short, so it is easy for bacteria to reach the bladder and cause infection Boys often have stronger motor
skills - think jumping and climbing. They may also master tasks such as throwing and aiming towers of building blocksBecause the area of the boy's brain that is devoted to age, perhaps visual spatial relationships, is larger than their girl companions. But...... Girls can kick serious asses when it comes to fine athleticism: they pick up finger food early and learn to write and tie shoes
faster when they get old. Girls are generally trained in the toilet faster than boys. They usually master the toilet at about 35 months, whereas boys tend to start using the toilet at about 39 months. There are loads of theories as to why girls get a head start. General description: Mom's plumbing is the same as her daughter's plumbing, and she often does most of the teaching. Boys
are slow growers: they usually do not reach 50% of the height of adults until about 24 months. Girls can reach that mark in 20 months. Boys also tend to enter puberty about two years later than girls and continue filming for another three years. Girls speak it faster than boys, thanks to the more efficient use of language centers in both hemispheres of the brain. In about 18 months,
a girl's vocabulary consists of about 90 words, compared to 40 words for most toddler boys. But by the age of three, boys are usually equally adept at the gift of gab. After I found out that the fourth boy was in a good way, I burst into tears. My husband was like, 'It's okay, honey. It's not your fault. They both wanted girls very much, but I quickly got used to the idea of working at two
speeds, running and sleeping, and raising a little boy with a puck mentality. One night they got together and equipped with rocket launchers. Rocket? My tampon. Try explaining to your neighbor why her Lexus is covered in women's hygiene products! Wichita Falls, Texas I have two girls, ages 5 and 3, who love sharing things that matter to me as a kid, like Little House on the
Prairie and Ramona's books. Just know this: there is always a glow in everything in your home. Resistance to princesses is futile - Christine Mahoney; South Orange, New Jersey Having four boys was kept simple, and each baby already had clothes, toys, and a boy's book on how to raise them. I have studied football teams and baseball leagues and have the mommy stability of
other boys. What's really great is that if there weren't too many boys, I wouldn't have known how different they would be. - Annie Drexler, Atlanta As a mother of three girls, ages 5, 3 and 1, and as a girl girl myself, I really enjoy dressing up all my daughters, make-up, ballet and pretending. My husband loves being the only guy in the house. But it can often be an emotional
rollercoaster. If they find a bug, cover your ears because the sound can be deaf!For sonograms, some prego parents are finding at home. In recent years, gender prediction kits have launched in drugstores, with some claiming to accurately predict the sex of babies at five to seven weeks early in pregnancy. Peeing in a cup, pinging your finger or sending a blood sample to the lab
for DNA testing is easy, but these are not fools' way. Among the kits, urine tests, check for the presence of testosterone in as early as 10 weeks, the cheapest and also not the most accurate. The kit to detect sex using blood samples is also inaccurate (the bathroom is not a quality-quality lab!). and expensive (often more than $300). If you have more money than patience, you
might want to try one, but don't draw a nursery until you get a sonogram! © Copyright: All rights reserved. Links printed from this link will be printed for external sites that meet or do not meet accessibility guidelines. Guidelines.
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